Um so my name, John Gogg, um I teach an integrated Physical Science 1 ah as well as environmental science for SAD 70. Um What I was going to state was that we were talking about the um some of the resistance to some of the areas of science to um when it comes into conflict with certain belief structures etc. We've mentioned um reproductive rights situations, um evolution and I was going to say I've actually run into ah just in even space, and um planetary development, stars, things like that just time frames, earth geology um I've had resistance to that as well. Um and again this is just a commentary the way we just address that with simply everybody has their um beliefs and were not asking them to change. However this is the curriculum that has been specified and this is what we have to teach and this is what is expected to have for knowledge, whether you agree or disagree, you know that's perfectly within your purview however um this is materials that we need to cover and that's what we're gonna do. Thank you very much.